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NOTES OF JUDGE A I M TOMPKINS ON SENTENCING 

  

[1] Hamuera Te Hiko appears today for sentence, having entered guilty pleas to 

two charges in the Crown charge notice of wounding with intent to cause grievous 

bodily harm and a more minor charge of cultivating cannabis. 

[2] The offending arose out of an incident in the early hours of the morning of 

[date deleted] when after an [event] when both Mr Te Hiko and [the victim] consumed 

alcohol, they [went to the defendant’s house], and between the time they returned and 

the early hours of that morning, the defendant seriously assaulted the victim. 

[3] The caption summary records that as a result of the assault, the victim suffered 

a cut eyebrow, two black eyes, and bruising to her head, arms and legs, which required 

hospitalisation.  The medical treatment there included brain scans to ascertain whether 



 

 

there was any internal bleeding.  It seems that as well as the emotional ill effects, the 

victim has continuing problems with short-term memory. 

[4] There is before the Court a pre-sentence report which recommends 

imprisonment. 

[5] Neither Mr Georgiou appearing for the Crown nor Ms Thistoll appearing for 

Mr Te Hiko disputed the appropriateness of that recommendation or, indeed, with two 

issues aside.  Counsel are agreed as to the appropriate approach.  Those two issues are 

the initial starting point and then whether a minimum non-parole period should be 

imposed. 

[6] The Crown, by reference to the various authorities traversed in both 

Mr Georgiou’s and Ms Thistoll’s written submissions, advocates for an initial starting 

point of six to seven years’ imprisonment and thereafter, a combined nine month uplift 

to take account of the unrelated cannabis offending but perhaps more seriously, 

Mr Te Hiko’s previous criminal history, which included most notably in 2001 a 

conviction for manslaughter which resulted in 12 years’ imprisonment and which 

shares some similarities with the current offending.  Indeed, prior to that offending, 

Mr Te Hiko had a number of convictions for male assaults female and domestic-

related assaults stretching back to the early 1990s. 

[7] Ms Thistoll accepted the three aggravating factors identified by the Crown but 

sought a slightly reduced starting point of four and a half to five years’ imprisonment 

followed by the uplift.  Both counsel are agreed on the standard Hessell v R1 25 percent 

discount for an early guilty plea encapsulating Mr Te Hiko’s feelings of remorse, as 

are expressed in a six-page handwritten letter handed up at the beginning of today’s 

sentencing hearing. 

[8] In all those circumstances, in my view, bearing in mind particularly 

R v Taueki,2 I consider that a six year starting point should be taken. 

                                                 
1 Hessell v R [2010] NZSC 135, [2011] 1 NZLR 607 
2 R v Taueki [2005] 3 NZLR 372 (CA) 



 

 

[9] I do not consider that an additional uplift for the cannabis offending is 

warranted given it is, in the overall scheme of things, very minor, but I do consider 

that a six month uplift is warranted to allow for the earlier and related serious violent 

offending. 

[10] That leads to a modified starting point of six and a half years. 

[11] Allowing for the 25 percent Hessell discount, that results in an end sentence of 

four years, eight months’ imprisonment. 

[12] Given that inevitably Mr Te Hiko will appear before the Parole Board in due 

course and that, as reflected both in his letter and following on from the sentence plan 

in process which will occur now that he has been sentenced, I do not consider that a 

minimum period of imprisonment is warranted.  In my view, the Parole Board will be 

in a fully informed position to make an assessment, given Mr Te Hiko’s extensive 

criminal history but also the circumstances of this offending, together with his conduct 

during his sentence and, perhaps most importantly, the way in which he gives 

substance to his expressed desire to rehabilitate himself, as to whether at his parole 

eligibility date or thereafter, and given the level of support in the community and the 

like, he is eligible for parole. 

[13] Accordingly, on the first charge, Mr Te Hiko is convicted and sentenced to four 

years, eight months’ imprisonment. 

[14] On the second charge, he is convicted and sentenced to three months’ 

imprisonment to be served concurrently. 

 

 

 

A I M Tompkins 

District Court Judge 


